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Executive
Summary
Poverty, both globally and in the United States, has unfortunately always been a
reality for many. But the nature of poverty—its causes and its consequences,
and the people it affects—has changed with time. While poverty has declined
with time in the U.S., it remains persistently alive and well, especially in certain
neighborhoods. In some ways, it is worsening: the number of poor Americans
living in areas of concentrated poverty—or areas that have a poverty rate of at
least 20 percent—has risen by 57 percent since 2000. As some relatively new
changes take hold in the country—income inequality rises, the labor market
shifts away from manufacturing and towards the gig economy, union
membership declines, the value of the college degree rises, incarceration rates
rise, and the ability of a child to one day earn more than his or her parents
becomes more tenuous—other trends remain the same rather than improve
with time: educational attainment remains low for low-income individuals and
people of color, achievement gaps between the wealthy and the poor have not
shrunk substantially, Blacks are less able to generate as much income and
wealth as their White counterparts and achieve smaller shares of income gains,
and segregation remains a reality in the nation’s schools and neighborhoods.
These phenomena are making it increasingly difficult for an individual to escape
poverty and for a neighborhood with concentrated poverty to improve itself
with time. Many of these trends are especially pronounced in Baltimore, a “postindustrial” city thriving in some areas and for some demographic groups, such as
educated White newcomers, but also declining in many other, often Black,
neighborhoods of concentrated poverty.
The key lessons from this report are found on the following page.
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Poverty in the United States
Poverty and food insecurity are closely tied, but food insecurity seems to be the more pressing
issue as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.
As the dominance of the manufacturing industry and union membership have declined, the
gig economy—characterized by part-time work without benefits—has risen, re-shaping the
labor market for low-income or unskilled workers.
While high educational attainment is strongly correlated with higher incomes, low-income
students and students of color face significant obstacles to reaching high levels of
achievement. These include “out-of-school” factors like lower vocabulary and parental
involvement and “in-school” factors like school segregation.
Research has found that growing up in certain neighborhoods characterized by factors such
as high vacancy rates and a large share of single-parent households can negatively affect a
child’s ability to achieve upward mobility.
Race is a powerful variable when it comes to poverty—Black households on average earn only
59 percent of White households’ earnings and own assets worth less than 10 percent of the
total assets owned by White households.
The American Dream has become harder to achieve as income inequality has risen. 90 percent
of children born in the 1940s were able to earn more than their parents. Today, that rate has
shrunk to only about 50 percent.
While most scholars today reject a singular “culture of poverty,” cultural and psychosocial
factors are critical dimensions of poverty and can contribute to poverty-promoting behaviors.

Poverty in Baltimore
Although parts of Baltimore are thriving, a large portion of the city is facing similar
economic and social problems faced by other “post-industrial” cities in the country, such
as population decline, high rates of poverty and vacancy, and declining home values—
problems that tend to compound and worsen with time.
White residents and largely White neighborhoods are undergoing different trends, such
as positive income growth, than Black residents and predominantly Black
neighborhoods, which have been more likely to experience decline since 2000.
Baltimore struggles with racial segregation, high rates of violent crime, a struggling
public school system, and a large share of single-parent households—all factors that can
hurt the city’s income mobility rates and opportunity.
Baltimore is a prism through which some pundits make claims regarding the links
between poverty and culture and the social and economic forces at play in areas of
concentrated poverty.
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Widely considered one of the wealthiest countries in the world, the United
States does not always seem to be so for those living in its borders. The U.S.
has one of the highest rates of poverty in the developed world,1 despite
having the largest economy by GDP.2 In 2018, the U.S. poverty rate sat at
just below 12 percent, and an estimated 2.7 million households were food
insecure. The poverty rate for children under the age of 18 was 16.2 percent,
which translates to an estimated 11.9 million children living in poverty.3 The
rates of poverty and food insecurity are only expected to rise due to the
coronavirus epidemic that has brought the global economy to its knees.
The causes, consequences, and realities of poverty in the United States are
interwoven in a complex web and oftentimes compound on one another,
making them difficult to isolate. In addition to this statistical burden,
poverty and its potential policy solutions (in areas such as housing, welfare,
education, and health care) are oftentimes deeply politicized and elicit
strong partisan reactions. Understanding this reality, this report aims to
analyze the various factors—ranging from globalization to incarceration to
the conditions in public schools to the changing structure of the American
family—that might cause a household to become poor and/or food insecure
by using a broad range of scholarly sources, peer-reviewed journal articles,
and national and local newspaper and magazine publications. As the
Baltimore Hunger Project is most interested in the Baltimore area, the report
will then focus on the conditions and root causes of poverty in the city of
Baltimore specifically in order to better understand the possible
circumstances of the families served by the Baltimore Hunger Project.
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Who are America’s Poor Children? Demographic Insights
Poverty in the United States, as defined by the U.S. Census Bureau, is measured based on money income
before taxes (which can include earnings, unemployment compensation, workers’ compensations, Social
Security, Supplemental Security Income [SSI], public assistance, veterans’ payments, pension or retirement
income, and more). Money income thresholds are set depending on the number of total individuals in the
household and the age composition of the household. For example, a single individual under the age of 65 is
considered to be below the poverty line if his or her money income before taxes falls below $13,300. A fourperson household with two children has a threshold of $25,926.4
While there of course are a multitude of reasons why children might end up under the poverty line, the
most commonly cited factors relate to the household’s race, education level, and family structure. Eleven
percent of White children and 11 percent of Asian children are living in poverty, compared to 34 percent of
Black children and 28 percent of Hispanic children.5 As shown in Figure 1, children are more likely to be in
poverty when the adults in their household have a high school education or less. Single-parent households,
especially mother-only households, are also more likely to raise children in poverty (Figure 2). Figure 2 also
indicates the existence of the “marriage premium”—children of married mothers are more likely than
children of single mothers to complete high school and college and to avoid poverty.6 The prevalence of
these characteristics vary by race and ethnicity; for example, Black children in poverty are the most likely
to have parents without a high school education and to live in a mother-only household.
Other household characteristics can increase a child’s chance of being in a poor family, such as parent
employment. Children with parents who are consistently employed in a full-time job are less likely to
experience poverty. Generally speaking, a child is more likely to be poor if he or she does not have at least
one parent who is employed full-time and year-round. Children in poverty are more likely than children in
non-poor families to have at least one parent working part-year or part-time or to not have an employed
parent.7

In 2018, the poverty rate
for children under the age
of 18 was 16.2 percent.
That translates to an
estimated 11.9 million
children living in poverty.
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Figure 1 | Percentage of children under 18 in families living in poverty, by child’s race/ethnicity and
parents’ highest level of educational attainment (2018)
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Figure 2 | Percentage of children under 18 in families living in poverty, by child’s race/ethnicity and
family structure (2018)
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Persistently Poor Children
According to a study done by the Urban Institute, a think tank, it is estimated that 11.8
percent of today’s American children—nine million children—will be living below the
poverty line for at least half of their childhood years. The study labels these children as
“persistently poor,” a category that is not colorblind—over 40 percent of Black children
fall into this category, compared to below 6 percent of White children (Figure 3). This
means that 56 percent of persistently poor children are Black, and 36 percent are White.
This consistent experience in poverty has a lasting effect on these persistently poor
children. Relative to other children who never experience poverty as well as those who
experience poverty but are not deemed persistently poor, they are less likely to graduate
high school, attend college, and have stable employment, and they are more likely to still
live below the poverty line as they enter adulthood. These effects are similar among both
Black and White children.
The study also graphs the possible trajectories of the persistently poor as they enter
adulthood and reach the age of 30. The most common trajectory—one taken by 40
percent of the persistently poor—begins with the individual moving out of poverty in
their early 20s and then living at or above the poverty line by their late 20s. Fifteen
percent start off as poor in their early 20s and then exit poverty; 20 percent do the
opposite and leave poverty in their early 20s but decline afterwards. The second largest
group, which comprises the other 25 percent of persistently poor children, remains in
poverty in their early 20s and has their economic situation decline further in their late
20s. These statistics point to the long-term effects children face from growing up poor
and suggest a mixed bag—some persistently poor children are able to escape poverty
once they become adults, but some are not.
Figure 3 | Share of children poor for at least half of childhood, by race
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Food Insecurity
The U.S. Department of Agriculture defines food insecurity based on a household’s self-reporting of factors
relating to food access and ability to purchase enough food. These questionnaires assess a household’s food
(in)security by asking whether households worry about running out of food before getting money to buy
more, can afford to eat balanced meals, need to skip meals or cut meal sizes, experience hunger and cannot
buy more food, or did not eat at all for a whole day. A household has high food security when there are “no
reported indications of food-access problems or limitations.” A household has low food security when
there are “reports of reduced quality, variety, or desirability of diet” but “little or no indication of reduced
food intake.” Very low food security is a result of “reports of multiple indications of disrupted eating
patterns and reduced food intake.”8
In 2018, 11.1 percent (14.3 million) of American households were food insecure at some point during the
year; 6.8 percent (8.7 million) had low food security, and 4.3 percent (5.6 million) had very low food
security at some point in the year. For households with children specifically, in 6.8 percent of households,
only adults were food insecure. Both adults and children were food insecure in 7.1 percent of households
with children (2.7 million households). Like poverty, food insecurity is more concentrated in certain
populations than it is in others. Single-parent households with children, mother-only households (27.8
Figure 4 | Food Insecurity by Household Characteristics (2018)
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percent), Black households (21.2 percent), Hispanic households (16.2 percent), or households with
incomes below 185 percent of the poverty line (29.1 percent) have the highest rates of food insecurity
(Figure 4).9
Food insecurity serves as a potential compounding factor that perpetuates poverty. As the nonprofit
Feeding America points out on its website, food insecurity can lead to coping strategies such as sacrificing
nutritional foods for less expensive but oftentimes unhealthy meals. Such strategies can lead to declines in
physical and mental capabilities and serious health issues, which in turn can lead to rising health care costs
and a decline in one’s ability to work. The food insecure must then make difficult trade-off decisions and
decide how to allocate limited income to pay for food, housing, utilities, medicine, and health care.10 So
while food insecurity is oftentimes a consequence of poverty, it can be one of its causes too.

Drivers of Food Insecurity
Food security is largely contingent on a household’s income and poverty status. As household incomes
rise, rates of food insecurity decline. Nationally, rates of poverty and rates of food insecurity tend to
move in tandem. However, some households are in poverty but are not food insecure, while some
households are not in poverty but are food insecure. This could be attributed to how the two
conditions are measured: poverty is measured by pre-tax cash income, which means resources such as
food stamps that might help a household become more food secure are not included in poverty
calculations. Additionally, poverty baselines are based on national averages, but cost of living
standards however vary by region. A household considered by the Census Bureau to be poor might live
in an area with a low cost of living and have little trouble putting food on the table, while a household
living above the poverty line in an area with a high cost of living might struggle to afford food.
Other factors might come into play when understanding food insecurity. Income for poverty statistics
is measured on an annual basis, whereas food insecurity can be episodic. For example, an adult may
become unemployed and then become food insecure for a period of time, and therefore be represented
in annual food insecurity statistics. Research shows that households with an unemployed member are
more likely to be food insecure than another household with a similar income but no unemployed
member. Additionally, different households have different necessities that demand a percentage of a
family’s income—a family might have debts in need of repayment, or need to earmark money for a
disabled family member (research shows that households with a disabled person are more likely to be
food insecure than other families with a similar income but no disabilities in the family). These
variances can affect food insecurity and poverty rates distinctly.
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Effects of the COVID Pandemic
The coronavirus epidemic of 2020 will of course have an effect on the rates of poverty and food insecurity
in the United States. While the official data will likely not be released until the fall of 2021, there have
already been reports of an alarming rise in food insecurity. In one survey from late April 2020, 17 percent of
mothers with children ages 12 and under reported that “the children in my household were not eating
enough because we just couldn’t afford enough food” since the pandemic began. In 2018, this rate was only
3 percent. The Brookings Institution estimates just under 35 percent of households with a child were food
insecure in late April 2020 and that overall rates of household food insecurity post-pandemic have doubled
since the data were last released in 2018.11
However, an early study suggests that the poverty rate actually declined and family income rose as a result of
the pandemic. Poverty continued its decline from late 2019 and early 2020 into the months where the
pandemic was in full swing. This is true for all racial groups and all states regardless of the severity of the
COVID-19 caseload. Family income rose as well. These trends are attributed to the government response to
the pandemic, which partially came in the form of direct payments to individuals and expanded
unemployment income benefits.12 While this is cause for optimism, uncertainties remain regarding the
future of poverty rates once government support slows. If the Great Recession of 2008 provides any hint,
poverty will likely increase in the near-term.
The remaining sections of this report will cite studies and reporting that use pre-pandemic data mostly
from 2018 (as data from this year are the most available). However, many of the below-mentioned causes
and explorations of poverty are likely to shift in nature as a result of the pandemic, which has caused
record-setting levels of unemployment and a tectonic shift in the global economy.

The Fading American Dream and the Changing Labor Market
Americans tend to pride themselves in their embrace of meritocracy—work hard, reap the rewards, and
become richer than you were when you started. Such is what we have called the “American dream.” And
this American dream was once indeed a reality for most: 90 percent of children born in the 1940s were able
to earn more than their parents. Today, that rate has shrunk to only about 50 percent. That means the
average American has a 50/50 chance of earning an income higher than their parents’ income.13
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Moving up on the income ladder is especially

like a mortgage). The top 5 percent of households

hard for children born to lower-income

held 248 times as much wealth as households in

households. According to a Pew Charitable

the second quintile (one quintile above the

Trusts report, among American children with

lowest), compared to 114 times as much in 1989.17

parents in the bottom quintile (bottom fifth) of
the income distribution, 43 percent stay in the
bottom quintile as adults (among Blacks, the rate
is 53 percent), and only 30 percent make it to the
middle quintile or higher.14

A case can also be made that wages and
purchasing power have stagnated over the past
few decades, but these statistics are highly
dependent on what years, population (i.e., men or
women), position in the income distribution

According to Opportunity Insights, a research

(comparing medians or comparing certain

center based at Harvard, two macroeconomic

percentiles), inflation measure, and income

trends can explain the American dream’s decline

measure (wages or total compensation) are used

in ubiquity. One is the reduction in aggregate

in the analysis. So while some scholars are

growth rates in the U.S., such as GDP growth. In

adamant that wages have stagnated, others claim

the past nine years, GDP growth rates have

that wages have grown at a commendable pace.18

fluctuated between 1.6 and 2.9 percent, compared
to the average rate of 3.8 percent from 1946 to
1973. The second and more significant reason is a
more unequal distribution of gains in GDP. More
and more of the country’s growth and income
gains are reserved for the top earners, while less
and less trickles to lower class and the middle

Although there are hundreds of statistics to cite
that can illustrate economic inequality in the
country, the fact of the matter is that more and
more of America’s wealth is going to the highest
earners, and less to the lower- and middleclasses.

class,15 which, since the 1970s, is shrinking. In

But controversy remains over just how

1971, 61 percent of adults lived in the middle

detrimental income inequality is to economic

income tier; in 2016, the comparable rate was just
52 percent.16
In addition to holding a larger share of income

Although there are hundreds of statistics

gains, high-earners also have a greater share of

to cite that can illustrate economic

the country’s total income: the top fifth of
households bring home 52 percent of all U.S.
income, a greater share than that of the lower
four-fifths combined. Even larger is the wealth

inequality in the country, the fact of the
matter is that more and more of America’s
wealth is going to the highest earners, and
less to the lower- and middle-classes.

gap, which looks at a households’ net worth
(assets, like a home or savings account, less debt,
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opportunity. What is less controversial is the fact

south, where the workers were less likely to be

that America’s workforce today is facing a

unionized due to right-to-work laws, leaving

different sort of economy than it did decades ago.

behind broken economies in cities already

One of the most talked about shifts in the

disrupted by White flight, suburbanization, and

national economy is the decline of American

the unrest that characterized the 1960s.19

manufacturing. While the decline might not be
as bad as some make it out to be (12.5 percent of
the country’s GDP was generated by
manufacturing in 2013, but this is half as much as
it used to be in the 1960s), the industry has still
undergone big shifts that have impacted
American workers. For example, in 1960, one of
every four American jobs was a factory job,
compared to only one in twelve today. In 1980, it
took twenty-five workers to create $1 million
worth of manufacturing output, compared to
only six and a half workers today.

As the manufacturing sector has declined, the
American economy has increasingly relied on the
growth of the service sector, which is oftentimes
comprised of low-paying jobs that frequently do
not offer full work weeks.20 Coupled with this
trend is the country’s embrace of the gig
economy, where part-time work sans benefits is
the norm. According to economists Lawrence
Katz and Alan Krueger, all of the net U.S. job
growth between 2005 and 2015 was in
nonstandard, contingent work.21 This means that
a growing share of Americans are in jobs where

Additionally, the industry has undergone big

employers can avoid minimum wage, overtime,

changes that have affected different regions in

and antidiscrimination laws and refrain from

different ways. The manufacturing industry,

paying their share of Social Security and

which provided stable factory jobs and incomes,

Medicare contributions to their employees. Tech

once held up entire communities in the old

companies such as Uber, Lyft, and TaskRabbit

industrial cities like Pittsburgh, Detroit, Buffalo,

are prime examples of employers that profit off

and Youngstown—cities in a region now dubbed

the new gig economy: with these companies as

the “Rust Belt,” which used to be the country’s

mediators, consumers are paired with on-

manufacturing powerhouse. These cities have

demand workers who provide a service, get paid

lost some of their vitality as their factories have

for that service, and receive little to no other

shut their doors or moved elsewhere. Part of this

benefits or compensation.

trend was due to globalization and the rise of
international competition as Europe and Japan
recovered from World War II. Steelmaking
production, a major component of the country’s
industrial might, declined as global demand
waned. The companies that did keep their
factories in the country moved them further

To make matters worse, the gig economy has
been allowed to prosper due to weakened labor
laws and the steady decline in the influence of
unions, which in the past have protected the
kinds of workers who typically comprise the gig
economy. Just after World War II, union
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membership peaked at one in three workers.22

properly provide for themselves and their

That rate dropped slightly to 27 percent in 1979,

families. It is estimated that 53 million Americans

and dropped further to only 11.6 percent today

of working-age, or 44 percent of all workers,

(Figure 5).23 Decline in union membership has not

qualify as “low-wage” and make median hourly

only hurt workers’ ability to have a say in their

wages of $10.22 and median annual earnings of

wages and benefits (workers in unions, for a

about $18,000.27

given sector, tend to have higher wages and more
competitive benefits than those not in a union),
but also has hindered workers’ collective ability
to serve as a check on corporate power and
policies deemed unfair to workers.24 The
Economic Policy Institute suggests that the
decline in union membership has been an

While some of these trends can explain why the
American dream is not the force it once was, a
multitude of other factors are at play in
determining why a family might fall below the
poverty line. The remainder of this section
explores some of these factors.

important contributor to the rise in income
inequality.25

Figure 5 | Union membership rate
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federal minimum wage, which has remained at
$7.25 an hour since 2009, despite inflation, is
eroding.26 These are just some of the epic shifts in
the U.S. economy that have made it so difficult
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Source: United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2016.

for the working class to make a good wage and
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Education
The relationship between poverty and education

rates are highest among households in which no

tends to be mutually reinforcing: a lack of quality

parent has completed high school and lowest

and higher education correlates with lower

among households with a parent who has a

incomes, while growing up in poverty correlates

bachelor’s or higher degree.29

with poor educational outcomes.

Yet living in poverty can greatly reduce a child’s

On average, due to the significant earnings

educational outcomes, which makes it difficult

premium associated with higher education,

for low-income children to break the cycle and

income tends to rise with educational

gain a quality education. Several scholars have

attainment. As examples, high school graduates

pointed to the existence of an income-

tend to have higher incomes than individuals

achievement gap, which reveals the disparity in

without a high school diploma, and college

educational outcomes between lower-income

graduates have higher incomes than those with

and higher-income students based on

only a high school diploma (Figure 6).28 Poor

performance on standardized tests. Lower-

educational attainment significantly limits one’s

income students on average score significantly

ability to achieve upward mobility and enter a

lower on standardized tests taken in middle

higher income bracket, and it can have effects

school and high school than their higher-income

than span generations. Child poverty rates

counterparts. A recent study pegs the

strongly correlate with the level of education

achievement gap (based on test scores) between

attained by the parents in the household: poverty

children raised in the top tenth of the income
distribution and the bottom tenth at

Figure 6 | Median usual weekly earnings by level of education
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and White students is slightly
smaller). Based on data from the 1950s
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to today, it is generally understood that the

PANEL A: Income and Racial Achievement Gaps

Black-White achievement gap has shrunk (but
remains rather large), while the income gaps
have either been holding steady or increasing.30,31
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factors interact with one another to create major barriers to high student achievement for poor students
and students of color.
Beginning with out-of-school factors, below are only some of the reasons students in poverty do not
experience the same educational outcomes, such as high test scores and completion of high school and
college, as their higher-income peers:
● Children born to lower-income families are more likely to be born with a lower birth weight, an
effect of poor maternal health and nutrition during pregnancy. Low birth weight is correlated with
cognitive and behavioral problems, which in turn negatively affect school performance. The
prevalence of children with low birth weights is especially pronounced among Blacks.
● The lower a family’s income, the less likely it is for the family to have health insurance and proper
medical coverage.33 Health coverage can of course alleviate negative health outcomes. Without
health care, children are more likely to suffer through illness and injury, which leads to higher rates
of absenteeism and negative school performance.
● Food insecurity is more likely to burden families below the poverty line and can lead to cognitive
and behavioral problems, which in turn can hurt academic performance.
● Environmental hazards, such as hazardous waste sites and medical incinerators, are more likely to
be built in or near poor neighborhoods. As a result, children are sometimes poisoned with lead,
mercury, PCBs, and/or pesticides. These chemicals cause significant, negative effects on
neurological development, cognitive functioning, IQ, learning capacity, and behavior. Poor air
quality, a characteristic of traffic-heavy inner cities, leads to higher asthma rates among the youth.
These are environmental burdens that tend to fall most heavily on lower-income and/or
neighborhoods predominantly comprised of households of color.
● Poverty and economic misfortune tend to contribute to family stress. Family violence, including
child abuse and domestic abuse between partners, affects the poor in higher rates. Violence in the
home leads to negative mental health outcomes among children, such as aggression, depression,
anxiety, and symptoms that resemble those of post-traumatic stress disorder. This of course
impairs a child’s academic ability.
● Affluent families tend to devote more time to their child’s academic and cognitive development.
Research suggests that children of wealthy families have a significantly larger vocabulary than their
lower-income peers, who are exposed to fewer words and are less likely to be engaged in rich,
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verbal communication in the home. Lower-income children are also less likely to be read to by their
parents and receive support with homework.
● The neighborhood in which a child lives also is found to have a statistically significant effect on
academic performance. Neighborhoods with high rates of crime and violence can lessen students’
ability to focus on their academics. Lower-income students that live in more affluent
neighborhoods tend to achieve higher academic performance than their peers in low-income
neighborhoods.34
These out-of-school factors form a complex interplay with in-school factors when schools must often bear
the burden of educating a high concentration of low-income students. About 60 percent of Hispanic
students and 58 percent of Black students attend schools that are made up of at least 75 percent minority
students, compared to only 6 percent of White students.35 These high-minority schools also tend to have
high percentages of low-income students as well. In about half of the U.S.’s largest 100 cities, most Black
and Hispanic students attend schools where at least 75 percent of students are poor or low-income.
Schools with such demographics are on the rise: according to a report from the U.S. Government
Accountability Office, the percentage of all K-12 public schools with a high percentage of Black or
Hispanic students rose from 9 percent to 16 percent between the 2000-01 and 2013-14 school years. These
schools tend to be both racially and economically homogenous: 75 to 100 percent of the students in these
schools were Black or Hispanic and eligible for free or reduced-price lunch.36
Such statistics hint at another demographic trend plaguing America’s schools: school segregation—a trend
that has not necessarily been improving over time.* Since 1988, when American public schools were most
desegregated for Black students in terms of the share of Black students in majority White schools (and
perhaps not coincidentally, the year when the achievement gap between Black and White students was at
its lowest since data on the subject has been available), racial isolation in schools nationwide has been on
the rise. In 2013, almost 19 percent of all American public schools were considered intensely segregated
nonwhite schools (i.e., schools made up of only 0 to 10 percent White students), up from 5.7 percent in
1988 (Figure 7).37 This means more and more Black and Hispanic students are isolated in certain schools

Understanding trends of school segregation in the U.S. depends on the lens you use to analyze demographic changes in
the nation’s schools. School segregation is not getting worse when measuring it in terms of unevenness, or the distribution
of different racial groups in schools across a given school district. However, segregation is on the rise when measured by
racial isolation, which looks at whether or not schools have a high or low proportion of a given racial group. Part of the
reason isolation is on the rise is due to demographic trends in the United States—as the country becomes more diverse, the
share of White children in schools is declining. Regardless, segregation is highlighted in this section due to its deleterious
effect on students of color.
*
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Figure 7 | Racial composition of public school enrollment changes
in the United States, 1970-2013
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High rates of racial isolation in

schools are an unfortunate reality for students of color, as research shows that the racial and income
composition of a school can have significant effects on a student’s educational and life outcomes—effects
that are even stronger than those resulting from living in poverty. Studies have shown that Black students
who attended desegregated schools, when compared to Black students who attended segregated schools
(including their own siblings), were more likely to have positive life outcomes, such as college attendance,
lower poverty and incarceration rates, greater probability of living in integrated neighborhoods, and even
longer life spans.39,40
Schools with high concentrations of low-income students of color face a difficult path to high academic
achievement. Teachers in these schools often spend a significant amount of time addressing their students’
most basic needs, such as ensuring they are fed, healthy, clean, and emotionally stable.41 These schools are
more likely to employ teachers with less teaching experience and to face higher rates of teacher turnover,
which hurts school budgets and negatively impacts the academic performance of students whose teachers
leave. Due to the country’s school funding structure, which uses property taxes to support local public
schools, these schools are sometimes underfunded and lack critical resources and academic opportunities,
such as AP courses, enriching extracurricular activities, or even up-to-date textbooks. These schools also
tend to heavily rely on high-stakes discipline measures, such as suspension, expulsion, and referrals to law
enforcement, which hurt a student’s chances of staying in and succeeding in school.
Struggling public schools are also more likely to shut down and displace the students who attend.42 These
high rates of school closings are partially due to punitive federal education policy, which measures school
success by students’ math and reading test scores. Federal and state policies have also given rise to more
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and more charter schools, which are schools that receive government funding but exist separate from the
traditional public school network, allowing them to adopt unique classroom models, teaching methods,
and school structures. While the literature on charter schools and student achievement is mixed, and
public opinion regarding charter schools and their effects on public school is highly politicized, there is
some evidence that charter schools take higher-achieving students (and/or their parents who are heavily
invested in their education) away from public schools, leaving the public schools with lower-performing
students. On the other hand, there is evidence that some charter schools are more effective than public
schools are in boosting the test scores and graduation rates of students of color. As is common with most
school-related data, charter school success varies by the school, city, and region.
A commonly cited “anecdote” to poverty, suggested by many Americans, is education. However, as this
section suggests, the American public education system is not always equipped to lift a child out of
poverty. Poor educational outcomes amount to a lower earnings potential, but high levels of academic
achievement are difficult for students in poverty to attain due to a host of both out-of-school factors and
factors relating to the schools themselves, such as school segregation.

Stuck in the Neighborhood: Neighborhoods and Housing
A growing body of literature has emphasized the importance of the neighborhood in determining life
outcomes and addressing poverty, especially urban poverty. An unfortunate reality in American cities is
that they are highly segregated by race and especially by class. Since 1980, rates of inequality and
segregation have risen in tandem. Americans are increasingly sorted between high-income and low-income
areas, and a person’s economic prospects vary dramatically depending on which area he or she grew up in.
Studies have found that sustained exposure to poor neighborhoods can severely lower the likelihood of a
child graduating high school. Growing up in the most disadvantaged part of a neighborhood can lower the
probability of graduation by up to 96 percent relative to those growing up in the least-disadvantaged
areas.43 A study by Harvard economist Raj Chetty found that children born in low-opportunity areas who
then move to higher-opportunity areas experience better life outcomes than those who did not move: their
incomes are higher, they are more likely to attend college, and they are less likely to be incarcerated or have
a child while a teenager. The longer the child spent in the area with higher levels of upward mobility, the
better the outcomes tend to be.44 Such relocations can increase a child’s lifetime earnings by $200,000.
Neighborhoods are strong indicators of future child success because they encapsulate a multitude of more
granular variables that often correlate with and compound on one another. According to the Urban
Institute study that analyzed the trajectories of persistently poor children, the below characteristics of
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Urban, Suburban, and Rural Poverty

neighborhoods can lower a child’s chance of

While urban poverty tends to dominate discussions of
poverty, rural and suburban poverty is also an unfortunate
and equally pressing reality. Rural populations, relative to
their urban counterparts, tend to lag behind in educational
attainment, have a lower overall labor force participation

achieving positive economic outcomes (an
asterisk indicates greater statistical significance):
•

Unemployment rate*

•

Percentage of single-parent households with
children*

rate, and have a higher disability rate. According to the Pew
Research Center, the rural poverty rate is 18 percent, just

•

Segregation (neighborhood and school)*

higher than that of urban counties (17 percent) and

•

Property vacancy rate*

•

Percentage living in public housing

•

Percentage of adult population with less

suburban counties (14 percent). But concentrated poverty
(when at least 20 percent of the population is poor) is more
common in rural areas. A third of all rural counties, but only

than a high school education

19 percent of cities and 15 percent of suburbs, have
concentrated poverty. Of the 41 counties in the U.S. with
child poverty rates of 50 percent or higher (on average)

When these measures were relatively high in a

between 2014 and 2018, only two were considered metro

neighborhood, the children in that neighborhood

counties. While concentrated poverty since 2000 has been

were more likely to experience persistent poverty.

growing across all county types, poverty rates are growing

The worse the measures were, the less likely the

fastest in the suburbs.

neighborhood’s poor children were to experience

Southern states tend to have higher poverty rates than the

upward mobility.45

Northeast, Midwest, and the West (Figure 8). About 84
percent of persistent-poverty counties (which have poverty

Alleviating poverty at the neighborhood level is a

rates above 20 percent in census data from 1980 to 2011) are

pressing concern as neighborhoods become less

in the South.

socioeconomically diverse. The number of poor

So while urban poverty receives extensive scholarly and

Americans living in areas of concentrated poverty

media attention, it is important to also remember the rural

(meaning at least a fifth of the population is poor)

areas with very high rates of concentrated poverty and the
suburban areas where poverty is on the rise.

has risen by 57 percent since 2000.46 Having
families simply move away from these areas is not

Figure 8 | Poverty rates by state
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difficulty relocating; nationwide, residential
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since the 1980s. Zoning rules and the residents
themselves help keep housing costs high.47 Low-
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wage workers are barred from moving to more
productive neighborhoods due to the high costs of
living in these areas, perpetuating the segregation
between low-wage workers and high earners.48
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Incarceration
The United States has the largest incarceration

to the stigma attached to a criminal record.

rate in the world. For every 100,000 citizens, 730

Studies show that when presented with near-

are imprisoned. The current incarcerated

identical resumes—the only difference being the

population nationwide sits at around 2.2 million;

presence of a criminal record—employers are

about 60 percent of this population is Black or

more likely to select the resume without the

Hispanic.

criminal record. Those who do become employed

As stated by the Prison Policy Initiative, “Poverty
is not only a predictor of involvement with the
justice system: Too often, it is also the
outcome.”49 Based on a longitudinal study that
tracked the personal wealth of a group of young
men for 27 years, lower wealth levels are
associated with an increased likelihood of
incarceration. And after having been in the prison

often earn lower wages due to their criminal
history, their lack of skill development while
incarcerated, and a weakening of social ties.
Lastly, formerly incarcerated individuals have to
pay prison fees and fines and sometimes are
barred from receiving public benefits such as
food stamps, which serve as additional financial
burdens to be overcome.

system, the formerly incarcerated are
significantly less likely to accumulate personal
wealth over time. Individuals who have never
been incarcerated generate substantially higher
levels of wealth over time than those who were

Poverty is not only a predictor of
involvement with the justice system: Too
often, it is also the outcome.

incarcerated. This trend is compounded by race:
formerly incarcerated Whites are able to generate
more wealth than their Hispanic and Black
counterparts.50

Incarceration also puts a financial strain on
the family of an incarcerated person. Upon a
family member becoming incarcerated, his or her

High incarceration rates can lend themselves to

relatives may lose an income earner. The

high poverty rates through many mechanisms.

remaining breadwinner(s) in the family may

Individuals in jail or prison cannot substantially

struggle to maintain a job while simultaneously

contribute to their or their family’s income.

caring for the children or elderly in the

Previously incarcerated individuals often face

household. Incarceration has also been shown to

more challenges finding employment after

promote lower marriage rates and higher rates of

serving their sentence—60 percent of formerly

divorce, which can lead to more single-parent

incarcerated people remain unemployed. This

households. These households in turn are more

high unemployment rate can partly be attributed

likely to experience poverty.51,52
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Race and Poverty
As suggested in previous sections, race and poverty are too often linked in an uncompromising matrimony.
According to the Pew Charitable Trusts, only 2 percent of Blacks are raised in the top income quintile,
while 65 percent are raised in the bottom quintile (for Whites, the rates are 23 percent and 11 percent,
respectively).53 Blacks are twice as likely as Whites to be unemployed.54 The income gap between Blacks
and Whites is substantial: Black households on average earn only 59 percent of White households’
earnings—an income gap nearly identical in size to the Black-White income gap present in 1968,
suggesting little progress through time. The numbers are even worse when looking at the wealth gap: a
typical Black family owns assets worth less than 10 percent of the total assets owned by a typical White
family. The wealth gap, similar to the income gap, has not shrunk substantially since the 1960s.55 These
disparities in income and wealth naturally suggest a disparity in poverty rates: 8.1 percent of Whites live in
poverty compared to 20.8 percent of Blacks. This disparity is even more pronounced among children: Black
children are three times more likely to live in poverty as White children are.56
There are of course a multitude of complex explanations for these disparities. Some scholars contend that
the income gap can explain most of the wealth gap,57 and the income gap can be partially explained by the
educational attainment gap, as Whites on average have higher educational attainment and are more
likely to have a college education. Some however claim intergenerational transfers of wealth (i.e.,
inheritances, which tend to be larger for White families) are more impactful.58
Others point to history. Blacks suffered through years of slavery and indentured servitude, which
preceded years of Jim Crow policies and enforced segregation. In addition to these well-known
disadvantages unfairly placed onto the Black population, several government policies put in place to
help American families accumulate wealth purposefully excluded Black Americans, establishing even
more obstacles to income and wealth parity with their White counterparts. While Roosevelt’s New
Deal and the GI Bill helped White families purchase a mortgage and subsequently build up wealth through

Black households on average
earn only 59 percent of White
households’ earnings—an
income gap nearly identical in
size to the Black-White
income gap present in 1968.
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home ownership—the primary means for most American families to acquire equity—Black families were
largely excluded from these supports and were therefore left without such an asset-building boon. Massive
suburbs were created almost exclusively for White Americans, who received federal assistance to move
into these suburbs, leaving Black Americans in segregated, often urban areas, which were then deemed
unsuitable for lending. Less explicit actors were housing covenants implemented by White communities
that prevented homes from being sold to Black families in the name of protecting property values from
decline. These different realities for Black and White families can partially explain the immense wealth gap
discussed earlier, as wealth realized from equity appreciation is passed on from generation to generation.
And of course, a disparate share of wealth gained from such different rates of equity appreciation can
promote a multitude of other disparities for the next generation, such as health and education outcomes
that tend to be better for wealthier families.59
Lastly, family structures are different depending on the race of the family. Seven in ten Black children are
born out of wedlock (compared to about five in ten among Hispanic families and three in ten among White
families).60 Their parents are also more likely to have broken up once the child is five years old. Marriage
rates, which have been falling for all racial groups, have declined most substantially among Blacks.61 Black
women find themselves devoid of suitable male partners, whose numbers decline as Black men struggle to
find and keep suitable employment or remain entrenched in the carceral system. These are issues uniquely
exacerbated in the Black community that tend to correlate with poverty.

Intergenerational Inequality
The above sections have shown many of the oftentimes complex facets of poverty in America. But there is
another aspect of poverty that brings us back to the concept of the weakening of the American dream. In
today’s world, the socioeconomic status of one’s parents matters more and more in determining where a
person will stand relative to the rest of society. This fact is integral to understanding today’s poverty
statistics; as urban researcher Alan Mallach states, since the 19th and early 20th centuries, “what has
changed is not the presence of poverty, of which there is far less in the United States today than there was
a hundred years ago, but the persistence of concentrated and intergenerational poverty.”62
The inequality between the rich and the poor literally starts in the womb. Poor American mothers are less
likely to be healthy and have a nutritious diet, so their children are more likely to be born with lower birth
weights. The academic differences between their children and more well-off children begin immediately,
with the performance gap identifiable as early as kindergarten.63 Wealthier families are more in-tune with
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the importance of education and level of

cover their college costs, which hurts their

commitment required to succeed academically,

academic performance. Once wealthy and low-

and they have more free time; thus they are more

income young adults make it to the job market,

likely to read to their child, which increases the

they have different levels of cultural capital: the

child’s vocabulary. One study found that by the

“general cultural background, knowledge,

age of 3, lower-income children heard 30 million

disposition, and skills that are passed on from

fewer words than wealthier children.64 More

one generation to the next.”65 This is a

affluent families can also help their children with

discrepancy especially pronounced when looking

homework more or hire tutors, take them to a

at adults who grew up in areas of concentrated

museum on the weekends, and enroll them in

poverty. Wealthier young adults are more likely

enriching extracurricular activities, such as

to be attuned to mainstream culture and look

organized sports, music or art lessons, and more.

impressive in front of an employer; adults from a

Wealthy parents send their kids to high-quality

background of poverty may have soft skills less

private schools, or the high-quality public school

impressive to employers, especially when the

in their high-income neighborhood, both of

applicants are Black. Discrimination is part of the

which are likely to have challenging academic

picture, but so is less malicious phenomena like

programs, AP courses, excellent teachers, and a

“cultural matching,” which occurs when

diverse range of extracurriculars. Poorer parents

employers, oftentimes White, select employees

meanwhile send their child to the local public

who look or act like them.66

school that is in danger of shutting its doors for
good if it does not show a certain degree of
improvement in math and reading test scores.
They do not read to their kids or help with
homework as often as wealthier parents.
Wealthy students, who rarely drop out of high
school, study for their SATs with private tutors
and then go to college; many make it to an elite
university and have tuition paid for by their
parents. During their college years they
sometimes take on unpaid internships to
network and build up a competitive resume, or
rely on their parents’ professional connections to
land competitive jobs. Poorer students, if they
graduate high school and get accepted into
college, oftentimes must work multiple jobs to

These discrepancies between the poor and the
rich suggest that there exists two different
realities in America, and which one you end up in
is highly dependent on the family you were born
into and the neighborhood you grew up in.
Economist Robert Kuttner labels this trend of
the increasing importance of family income on
one’s prospects as the “family welfare state.”
Other countries that are less unequal than the
United States have government-funded safety
nets that lessen the blow of being born into a
low-income family and increase all children’s
chances at success: good quality public schools,
free or low-cost college, universal health care,
and affordable, high-quality child care.
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These safety nets, Kuttner explains, act as insurance against risks a family might face. But these safety nets
have frayed in the U.S. in recent decades, leaving families with the burden of taking care of themselves and
ensuring their children have a fair shot. This reality hits low-income families most intensely, as they are the
families hardest hit by an unexpected medical expense, death of a breadwinner, or loss of a job.67
All these facts point back to the suggestion made in the beginning of this section that the American dream
is a tough one to achieve, and poverty a difficult situation to escape, due to a multitude of factors. And
many of these factors are linked to the wealth of one’s parents.

Poverty and Culture
The relationship between poverty and culture is a controversial but important one when exploring the
various root causes of poverty. Some scholars have hypothesized that a “culture of poverty” is at least
partially to blame for poverty’s persistence, claiming that the poor lack middle-class values which, if held
by the poor, would allow them to behave in a way that allows them to escape or avoid poverty. According
to this argument, the poor’s values and behaviors result in actions such as dropping out of school, having
children out of wedlock, or not getting married—all outcomes that can increase one’s chances of falling
into or remaining in poverty.
This body of literature (and the proclivity of victim-blaming this literature directly or indirectly promotes)
has largely been rejected by most poverty scholars and sociologists. But many other explorations and
explanations of the “cultural” aspect of poverty (“cultural” being a term that can encompass many
phenomena) remain relevant and important parts of the discussion of poverty’s root causes and
consequences. Research focusing on the relationships between poverty and culture are complex—it would
be far too simple, and specious, to argue that certain groups have certain cultural tendencies (i.e., values,
attitudes, and behaviors) which then cause poverty. Scholars have found a wide range of values and
attitudes among income groups and racial groups, suggesting the concept of a singular “culture of poverty”
is far too simplistic. On the other hand, arguing that poverty is always a result of only structural forces—
such as the education system or the carceral system—and never individual attitudes or behaviors, would
be to focus on only some dimensions of poverty while ignoring others. As previous sections in this report
show, educational attainment and marriage, as examples, have strong correlations with income and
poverty. Claiming that the choices that lead to obtaining a college degree or getting married are purely the
result of structural forces would be to deny the individual’s agency and the many sociopsychological
factors that are at play.
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Moving beyond this rejection that there is one “culture of poverty,” there are, generally speaking, a
multitude of ways to understand and analyze culture and poverty. One example introduces the ideas of
frames: individuals can “frame,” or conceive, an element of their circumstance one way, which make certain
behaviors more likely. For example, scholars have found that some residents of poor neighborhoods frame
their neighborhood as “the projects” with little history, while others in the same neighborhood frame it as a
community with a rich history; the latter group was more likely to participate in community activities
than the former. Both groups’ expressed opinions of the value of community participation were largely
irrelevant, contradicting the “culture of poverty” assumption of homogeneity.
Another way to understand poverty and culture would be the idea that people in poverty have different
“toolkits” than those from higher income backgrounds. One study found that lower-class youth value
education and want to attend college, suggesting their adoption of the so-called “middle-class values,” but
they lack the toolkit, or know-how and connections, to complete the college application process (or even
get to a place where they can become college students). William Julius Wilson, an oft-cited scholar of
poverty, extended this line of thinking when he argued that a lack of available jobs and a high degree of
social isolation, which limited informal job networks, make it difficult for individuals to engage in
mainstream behavioral norms. So while the poor might have “middle-class values,” they cannot, due to
some element(s) of their circumstance, achieve middle-class outcomes.
Yet another way to conceptualize poverty and culture is through the lens of cultural capital, popularized
by Pierre Bourdieu, who argued that the school system systematically rewards students who embody a
middle-class culture and thus relegates poor students, whose cultural capital is deemed to be of lesser
value. Understood another way, different classes embody and pass on to the next generation different
kinds of cultural capital, which can promote different life outcomes. As discussed in the previous section,
wealthier families are more involved in the education and free time of their children than their lowerincome counterparts, which cause the wealthier children to be better prepared for and more likely to
achieve academic and professional success. Their “cultural capital” leads to better outcomes.
Culture on a more macro scale also matters. American culture tends to favor individualism, responsibility,
and hard work; workers draw a boundary between themselves and the poor, who they perceive to be lazy
and welfare-dependent. France on the other hand tends to show greater solidarity with the poor, perhaps
due to historical, religious, and cultural factors. These different perceptions of the poor manifest
themselves on a national level through different policies, politics, and patterns of redistribution that affect
the poor.68
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So while the idea of a singular “culture of poverty” should be rejected, the cultural, social, and
psychological elements of poverty, although numerous and varied in nature and form, are critical
dimensions to consider when understanding poverty.

Conclusion
The above sections demonstrate only some of the factors that can push a household into poverty. For many
households, there is a strong interplay between these factors. As examples, struggling neighborhoods are
likely to have struggling public schools, which can harm a child’s ability to achieve high educational
attainment and upward mobility. Neighborhoods with limited economic opportunity, especially for lowskill workers or workers without a college degree, can turn into socially isolated areas of concentrated
poverty with weak job networks, which in turn can promote negative cultural attitudes and aberrant
behaviors, such as crime. Crime leads to more incarceration, which is more likely to affect Blacks and
Hispanics, and can lower the available pool of “marriage-worthy” men. This smaller pool can then lead to a
perspective towards marriage that differs from those of the upper class and promote lower marriage rates,
which can push already low-income households and individuals further into poverty. And in an era of
increasing income inequality, the gaps between the wealthy and the poor only grows with time as
wealthier children have a multitude of advantages over their less well-off counterparts—advantages that
begin in the womb.
Race

Poverty and its various causes are complex. Nonetheless,
these causes are essential to understand. Numerous
structural barriers (illustrated to the right), paired with
cultural and sociopsychological dimensions that interact
with, worsen, or result from these structural barriers, can
help us understand poverty’s complexity as we consider
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Poverty Myth Busting
Myth: People are in poverty because they refuse to work.
The idea that the poor are lazy or refuse to work has been an oft-quoted American
response to poverty. A vocal contingent of politicians and academics echo this sentiment
and call for policy solutions that address this concern, such as welfare entitlements with
work requirements.
According to a recent Brookings report, 44 percent of the entire American population in
poverty in 2018 was not of working age: 31 percent were children, and 13 percent were
seniors. That leaves 56 percent of the poor population classified as “working age.” Of this
working age population, 40 percent were labor force participants (meaning they were
actively working full-time or part-time, or were looking for work). Based on results of a
self-assessment, the majority of the remaining 60 percent said they were not working
because they were disabled, a full-time student, a caregiver, or an early retiree (Figure 9).
There are of course many ways to interpret these data points. Some argue for example
that the number of disability beneficiaries has exploded since 1960 even though jobs have
become much safer, but most of the increase can be explained by demographic changes,
including population growth, the aging of the “baby boomer” population (75 percent of
SSDI beneficiaries are over the age of 50), and the growth in women’s labor force
participation. Regardless, the solid majority of non-disabled, working-age adults are in
fact working. And looking at households with children in poverty specifically, 89.4
percent of poor children are living in a household in which at least one adult participates
in the labor force. The argument that people in poverty simply are not working is overly
simplistic and ignores the multitude of others factors that can drive a person or
household into poverty.
Figure 9 | Characteristics of working-age people in poverty
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Baltimore City, MD Fact Sheet
Based on 2018 data

Population of Baltimore City: 602,495
Population in poverty: 128,829

Baltimore

United States

Poverty rate

21.8%

11.8%

Child poverty rate

31.4%

16.2%

Unemployment rate

5.7%

4%

Median household
income

$48,840

$63,179

Black poverty rate

26.1%

20.8%

Individuals living below 200%
of the federal poverty line

41.6%

22.5%

25.8%

15.2%

($50,200 for a family of four)

Child food insecurity
rate
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What’s Going On In Baltimore?
Baltimore in many ways is a prosperous city. It has a relatively high per capita income when compared to
other metropolitan areas and has one of the largest Black middle classes in the country. The city does not
have an unemployment problem (using pre-COVID data)—it added 20,000 jobs since 2010—and many of
the city’s jobs are well-paying, with incomes above the national average. Many of these jobs are in the
bustling “eds and meds” sector, made up of institutions of higher education and health care centers that
have propelled job growth in the area. Indeed, the top four private employers in the Greater Baltimore area
are Johns Hopkins University, University of Maryland Medical Center, Johns Hopkins Health System, and
MedStar Health.69
This rosy picture is especially familiar to specific populations and neighborhoods. More young, White,
high-earning adults are moving into and/or working within Baltimore’s bustling and trendy areas, such as
downtown, Inner Harbor, and the Johns Hopkins area, which have been able to offer better opportunities
and amenities over the years. This has led to increasing housing demand and prices in these areas.
This influx of young people and a durable “eds and meds” sector show the positive side to Baltimore’s
development. However, Baltimore is facing many of the troubling trends that have taken to other “postindustrial” cities in the country. One of these trends is neighborhood revitalization, benefiting some areas,
juxtaposed with neighborhood decline threatening many others.
As argued by urban researcher Alan Mallach, more Baltimore neighborhoods are undergoing decline—
measured by decreasing median incomes and home values—than are undergoing revitalization. For every
one person who lives in a reviving (or “gentrifying”) area in Baltimore, four live in a declining
neighborhood. Many of these neighborhoods have low housing prices, abandoned homes, vacant lots, and a
lack of investment. Some have survived the years of urban decline that characterized the 1950s to the 1970s,
but no longer have had such luck in recent years. As examples, Pen Lucy and Wilson Park, two adjacent
neighborhoods in North Central Baltimore, were relatively healthy neighborhoods in 2000 but have since
seen their residents’ income and housing prices decline over the next fifteen years. These neighborhoods
are seeing more and more vacant lots and abandoned homes. Pen Lucy’s poverty rate went from 19 percent
in 2000 to 29 percent in 2014; Wilson Park’s number of homeowners declined by a third. Similarly, the
neighborhood of Dorchester in the northwestern area of the city was a healthy, Black middle-class area in
2000. But by 2015, the number of vacant units had risen 70 percent. Poor single mothers with a median
income of less than $15,000 are occupying some of the rental houses and apartments in the area,
demonstrating a common trend in many post-industrial cities of lower-income households replacing the
wealthier residents who used to live in the area before moving away or passing away. The declining
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Baltimore in Maps
Map 1 | Predominant racial or ethnic group
by census tract

Map 2 | Percent change in the number of
people between 2000 and 2014-2018

Map 3 | Median household income by
census tract

Map 4 | Percent of people living in poverty
by census tract
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Map 5 | Median home value of an owneroccupied home between 2014-2018

Map 6 | Percent of all residential addresses
vacant by census tract

Map 7 | Percent of population with a
Bachelor’s Degree by census tract

Map 8 | Percent of population employed in a
service occupation by census tract

Source: PolicyMap
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housing prices in these areas is especially hard-hitting for their current residents, whose wealth diminishes
with the value of their homes.
Figure 10 displays the ten census tracts with the highest and lowest poverty rates in the 2014-2018 period.
While many urban areas will display similarly stark levels of disparity between neighborhoods, it is
important to understand the geographic dimension and concentrated nature of poverty as time passes. It is
also apparent in Figure 10 that poverty and race are closely intertwined, a trend also seen when comparing
Map 1 to other maps shown above. Predominantly Black areas tend to have lower home values, higher
vacancy rates, and less educational attainment than White neighborhoods. Many of these struggling
neighborhoods are concentrated in East and West Baltimore, which have faced large population declines
in recent years (Map 2).
Figure 10 | Top and Bottom 10 Census Tracts by Poverty Rate, 2014-18

Neighborhood

Census Tract

Poverty Rate %
Percent of
Poverty Rate Poverty Rate
Median Value of
Change from 2000
Population
(2000)
(2014-18)
Home (2014-18)
to 2014-18
Black (2014-18)

Lowest
poverty
rates

North Roland Park / Poplar Hill
Riverside
Locust Point Industrial Area
Patterson Park
Canton (1)
Homeland
Cross Keys
Woodberry
Ten Hills
Canton (2)

24510271300
24510240200
24510240100
24510010300
24510010100
24510271200
24510271503
24510130806
24510280403
24510010400

9.4%
7.8%
9.0%
13.8%
11.5%
5.2%
2.6%
13.6%
9.6%
18.7%

2.2%
2.6%
4.1%
4.3%
4.3%
5.0%
5.3%
5.6%
5.7%
5.8%

-76.9%
-67.3%
-54.2%
-69.0%
-62.5%
-3.7%
107.1%
-58.7%
-40.0%
-69.1%

6.1%
7.1%
2.7%
1.5%
7.5%
13.1%
4.0%
16.9%
73.1%
2.5%

$561,200
$376,300
$344,400
$308,400
$336,300
$493,500
$173,600
$215,400
$216,800
$405,800

Highest
poverty
rates

Broadway East
Midtown-Edmondson
Johnston Square
Oldtown
Franklin Square
Harlem Park
Sandtown-Winchester
Upton
Poppleton
Cherry Hill

24510080400
24510160400
24510100100
24510100200
24510190100
24510160300
24510150100
24510170200
24510180100
24510250204

37.6%
37.2%
19.6%
50.0%
42.6%
34.0%
43.3%
60.5%
51.8%
57.1%

44.8%
47.2%
49.1%
50.0%
50.3%
50.6%
50.8%
52.1%
54.4%
60.1%

19.4%
26.8%
150.1%
0.1%
17.9%
48.9%
17.3%
-13.9%
5.1%
5.2%

81.0%
96.9%
96.8%
96.3%
92.3%
94.0%
95.9%
89.3%
98.3%
92.3%

$57,900
$34,300
$96,200
$88,100
$80,000
$78,300
$77,100
$180,500
$129,500
$116,800

Source: PolicyMap

Recent trends are driving the disparities between Black and White, and poor and rich, neighborhoods.
More and more Baltimore neighborhoods in the past decade are defined as either upper-income or lowincome neighborhoods; meanwhile, the share of middle-income neighborhoods has sharply declined at a
rate of over 15 percent between 2000 and 2017, mirroring the decline in middle-income households
nationwide. These trends are occurring along racial lines—Black neighborhoods have been much more
likely to decline in income level, while White neighborhoods have been more likely to prosper. As stated
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by Alan Mallach in his report on Baltimore for

neighborhoods, leaving behind struggling areas

the Abell Foundation: “If one picked two

with a weaker tax base.

Baltimore neighborhoods in 2000 that were
similar in social and economic characteristics,
but one was largely white and the other largely
black, that one piece of information would be
enough to predict with a high level of probability
where each would stand relative to the other in
2017.” It is neighborhoods that are now
predominantly Black that have seen the largest
rises in poverty since 2000: of neighborhoods
that are over 60 percent Black, poverty rates have
gone up just below 10 percent since 2000. For
neighborhoods below 40 percent Black, poverty
rates have declined by 12 percent.70

As a result of these shifts, White households on
average have become wealthier, while the Black
low-income population is growing. While
Baltimore’s median household income has been
increasing, White households are seeing most of
the gain—the growth in their income has been
double that of their Black counterparts.71 Much
of this trend can be attributed to migration
patterns, but the disparity in education levels
between Blacks and Whites also plays a role: 55
percent of White adults in Baltimore have a
Bachelor’s degree or higher, compared to only 14
percent of Black adults (the geographic
distribution of adults with Bachelor’s degrees can

If one picked two Baltimore neighborhoods
in 2000 that were similar in social and
economic characteristics, but one was
largely white and the other largely black,
that one piece of information would be
enough to predict with a high level of

be seen in Map 8).
As the population and the neighborhoods
change, changes happen on the household level.
Baltimore has lost 15,000 homeowners since
2000, bringing the homeownership rate down

probability where each would stand relative

below 50%, its lowest rate since 1930. Values of

to the other in 2017.

homes in Black moderate-income neighborhoods
have plummeted by nearly a third (in constant
dollars) between 2000 and 2017. And even

Migratory patterns can explain some of these

though housing prices in many areas have fallen,

trends. While both Black and White families are

Baltimore residents are still struggling to pay

leaving Baltimore, White in-migration is larger

their rents and mortgages. The median Baltimore

than Black in-migration. The White families and

tenant spent nearly 40 percent of his or her

individuals moving into the city are largely

income on rent in 2015 (compared to 30 percent

clustering in the high-income neighborhoods

in 2000).72 It is estimated that thirty Baltimore

facing increasing housing prices. Many Black

families are evicted every weekday of the year.

middle-class families meanwhile have left their

So what’s happened to these neighborhoods?
Many of these areas were once sustained by
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factory and other industry-focused jobs during the first half of the twentieth century. But as the country’s
economy shifted, soon these jobs began to disappear and eventually were replaced by jobs requiring
advanced skills and a college degree (or, jobs that do not require a college education, but employers select
college grads for the jobs anyway). Alongside the job shift, families moved elsewhere. Neighborhoods that
were built upon row houses and single-family dwellings find no new residents to live in them as young,
single, and/or affluent residents look elsewhere for homes and the share of married couples with children
has declined substantially.
The job market has also changed in meaningful ways in more recent years. Particularly telling statistics are
the numbers of city residents and out-of-city residents working in Baltimore. Between 2002 and 2017, the
city has seen a decline of 20,000 workers who both live and work in the city. Meanwhile, the number of
workers employed in Baltimore but living elsewhere increased by over 33,500. Only a third of Baltimore’s
workers lived in the city in 2017, compared to their 41 percent share of the jobs in 2002. These statistics
indicate that a growing portion of the gains from the city’s economic growth are going to people living
elsewhere. Meanwhile, city residents are increasingly relying on suburban jobs that are low-paying and
require workers to allocate a solid portion of their income to transportation costs. And as seen in Map 8,
many Baltimore residents living in areas struggling with high poverty (Map 4) and low levels of educational
attainment (Map 7) rely on service jobs for employment.
While the changes at the neighborhood level, the housing market, and the job market are significant,
perhaps the most pressing issue facing Baltimore is its continual population decline. Baltimore had three
times as many White residents than Black residents in 1950, the same year the city’s population peaked at
almost 950,000 residents.73 Since then, Baltimore’s population has been steadily declining (Figure 11). After
its own bout of “White flight,” Baltimore became a majority Black city in the 1970s and remains so, as just
under 64 percent of its residents are Black and below 30 percent are White.
Figure 11 | Population of Baltimore, 1900-2019

Scholars and op-ed writers offer many
reasons for the continued decline. David

1,000,000
900,000

property taxes that make Baltimore’s

800,000

surrounding areas more attractive, high
homicide rates, a failing public school
system (both crime and education will
be discussed later in this section), aged
infrastructure, and mismanaged

Population

Placher of The Baltimore Sun cites high

949,708

700,000
600,000
500,000
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Year

government. Jamelle Bouie of Slate
Source: World Population Review, 2020.
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focuses on the entrenched segregation Baltimore has not been able to undo: “The city’s ills—its poverty, its
fatherlessness, its police violence—are rooted in… patterns of segregation and discrimination,” Bouie
writes.74 It is likely these are all important factors, but blame cannot be pointed at one trend or one mayor.
Trends in population and neighborhood decline, crime, education, and housing can all compound on one
another and worsen the reality the city faces, making the negative trends harder to reverse as time passes.

Culture and Poverty: Pundits’ Takes On Baltimore
CNN journalist John Blake, a Black, Baltimore native, touches on the cultural elements of poverty in
Baltimore in his 2019 article “What both the left and the right get wrong about my neighborhood in
Baltimore.” In describing Baltimore’s poverty amongst its Black population, Blake mentions many of the
trends that have already been discussed in this report—the decline of well-paying jobs that allowed
families to buy a home even when the household’s parents did not have a college education, and the
replacement of those jobs with minimum wage service jobs that do not provide the same financial stability.
White flight, the ensuing population decline, and the decrease in tax revenue and resources left many city
residents behind and reduced the city’s economic stability. Corruption and harmful drug and policing
policies have hammered away at the city’s trust in their mayors and political leadership.
Besides all these factors, Blake also describes the “psychological component” of what’s going on in

Baltimore’s Black communities:

Their behavior goes to a question I've asked myself for years: Why are they filled with so much bitterness
and defeatism? And why did my father and my older relatives have so much more hope even though they
seem to have experienced more hardships? My father should have been bitter. He and my older relatives
routinely experienced raw, in-your-face racism… Yet he was the most optimistic man I ever knew. He
never complained about racism or blamed others for his difficulties. I see none of his strength in many of
the young men I now know in West Baltimore…
What did he have that so many of them don't have now? Two answers come to mind.
My father had a sense of community. He and all my uncles and aunts belonged to unions, the National
Guard, Greek fraternities, secret societies, churches. It gave them strength and support. That's
evaporated in much of West Baltimore. The younger men I know don't belong to any groups. They're
isolated.
When I returned to my old neighborhood during the riots in 2015, one of my old neighbors told me
nobody sat on front porches and talked to anyone anymore.
‘I could be mutilated and lying on the street,’ he said, ‘and nobody would help or call the police.’
And my father and his generation had something else: They felt like life was going to get better, no
matter how tough things got. With the civil rights movement of the early 1960s, he thought his time was
finally going to come… I don't think many young blacks in Baltimore now feel their time will ever come.

“

“

I have known so many young men in my family and my neighborhood who seem like they've given up.
They're strung out on drugs, out of school and drifting day to day. They don't seem to have any enduring
relationships, romantic or otherwise. They blame all their problems on others—never on themselves.
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Of course, Blake’s article is partly anecdotal, and it cannot be surmised that his commentary is the reality
for all Black Baltimore residents. But he suggests that there are problems in Baltimore revolving around
personal relationships, the quantity and quality of community connections, ambition, and optimism.
These are cultural and psychosocial dimensions of poverty that are easy to ignore or misunderstand but
vital to address. They present themselves as an added barrier to poverty reduction regardless of race.
Following the death of Freddie Gray and the ensuing unrest in Baltimore in 2015, political commentator
David Brooks and economist Paul Krugman gave their two cents on this discussion of the psychological
and cultural dimensions of poverty in Baltimore. Brooks claimed that both the United States as a nation
and Baltimore as a city have made significant financial commitments to poverty alleviation, but the
results have been less than inspiring. Baltimore still has many young men following the path of Gray’s life
before he died: Gray was arrested over a dozen times, had won a settlement for lead poisoning, was four
grade levels behind in reading, and had a mother who was a heroin addict and claims to be illiterate. In
Brooks’ eyes, government’s efforts to tackle poverty “have not integrated people who live in areas of
concentrated poverty into the mainstream economy. Often, the money has served as a cushion, not a
ladder… the real barriers to mobility are matters of social psychology, the quality of relationships in a
home and a neighborhood that either encourage or discourage responsibility, future-oriented thinking,
and practical ambition.”
Krugman, meanwhile, approaches Baltimore from a different lens. Extreme inequality between the poor
and the rich, and “an economy that leaves tens of millions behind,” are largely to blame for concentrated
poverty. Krugman writes, perhaps indirectly responding to Brooks’ op-ed:

“

“

It has been disheartening to see some commentators still writing as if poverty were simply a matter of
values, as if the poor just mysteriously make bad choices and all would be well if they adopted middleclass values. Maybe, just maybe, that was a sustainable argument four decades ago, but at this point it
should be obvious that middle-class values only flourish in an economy that offers middle-class jobs…
Lagging wages — actually declining in real terms for half of working men — and work instability have
been followed by sharp declines in marriage, rising births out of wedlock, and more.

Krugman highlights that marriage and a “middle-class lifestyle” remain elusive to more and more
Americans, both Black and White. The lack of economic opportunity is the initial problem; these
“cultural” factors inevitably result.
Neither Blake, Brooks, nor Krugman are ethnographers who have completed in-depth research into
Baltimore’s culture and poverty. They do not utilize frameworks and theories other scholars use to
describe the cultural aspects of poverty. But they put forth interesting arguments that suggest
Baltimore’s poverty is not just a result of structural inequalities; other factors that are harder to measure
are contributing to poverty under the surface.
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The Factors Preventing Mobility
In the predominantly low-income neighborhoods

country, with the exception of children raised in

in many post-industrial cities like Baltimore, the

Mecklenburg, North Carolina. This disadvantage

decline that plagues a community is difficult to

is especially pronounced among boys: boys

halt. The various manifestations of decline

growing up in Baltimore City face an income

compound on one another—vacant lots and

reduction of 28 percent just from growing up in

abandoned homes become more numerous,

the area; for girls, the reduction is only 5.4

alongside other visible signs of decline like

percent. This wide difference might be due to the

graffiti, litter, and businesses leaving the area.

fact that males are more likely to be incarcerated,

Housing prices further decline alongside with the

and the researchers assigned near-zero income to

population, as those who are able to leave do so.

incarcerated persons.75

Crime rises, and with it fear and insecurity.
Individuals and businesses are less inclined to
invest in the stigmatized area, intensifying the
downward spiral of the neighborhood. Trust and

Chetty finds that the below neighborhood
characteristics are associated with high-mobility
areas:

collective responsibility among residents are

● Less segregation by income and race

weakened, loosening the social ties that help

● Lower levels of income inequality

keep a community together.

● Better schools

Declining neighborhoods have real impacts on

● Lower rates of violent crime

the residents who live within them. Harvard

● Larger share of two-parent households76

economist Raj Chetty, in a study assessing
whether or not American neighborhoods are

Digging deeper into each of these characteristics

“high-opportunity” (i.e., have high rates of

can help to better understand why Baltimore’s

upward mobility), found that for every year a

children face such a high earnings penalty just for

child spends in the city of Baltimore, that child’s

growing up in the neighborhood.

future earnings decline by .86 percent. This
translates to a total earnings penalty of 17 percent

Segregation by income and race

for children who spend their entire childhood in

Baltimore has been nicknamed the “Black

Baltimore. This is the second-highest penalty

butterfly” surrounded by a “White L” by

among the 100 largest counties in the United

Lawrence Brown, a Morgan State University

States. That means that Baltimore children are at

associate professor, due to the spatial pattern of

the greatest disadvantage neighborhood-wise

Baltimore’s racial distribution across districts.

when compared to all other large counties in the
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Higher concentrations of White households live in the city’s center, near universities such as Johns
Hopkins and Loyola University Maryland, down to neighborhoods like Riverside by the waterfront,
forming the “L.” Surrounding these neighborhoods are the butterfly’s “wings,” made up of predominantly
Black neighborhoods in East and West Baltimore.
Baltimore’s city government has a history of encouraging segregation. In 1910, Baltimore became the first
city to adopt a segregation ordinance that forbade Blacks from living on majority White blocks and
Whites from living on majority Black blocks. This ordinance, after its repeal, was followed by pressure
tactics aimed to keep neighborhoods segregated, including housing covenants that prevented the sale of
White-owned homes to Blacks.

Figure 12 | Racial dot map of Baltimore

A racial dot map of Baltimore. Each dot represents one person residing in the location based on 2010 Census
data. Each dot is color-coded based on the person’s race or ethnicity.
Blue color = White, Green color = Black, Red color = Asian, Orange color = Hispanic
Source: Dustin A. Cable, University of Virginia, Weldon Cooper Center for Public Service
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One way to understand residential segregation in

Blacks live in an area with a high concentration

the Baltimore metropolitan area is visually. The

of poverty, compared to only one of five poor

racial dot map in Figure 12 shows the geographical

Whites. Racial segregation by area is also

distribution of individuals and their residential

important to understand when looking at

patterns based on race. It is easy to see the

Baltimore’s capital flows and real estate values. In

predominantly Black areas surrounding the

2015, Baltimore’s median house sales price was

largely White and Asian areas in the city’s middle

$75,000. But in twenty-nine census tracks, or

that form the “L.”

about one of seven areas in the city, the median
price was over $200,000. These wealthier areas

Another way to understand the city’s level of
segregation is through the Black-White (or
White-Black) dissimilarity index, a measure
often used by sociologists to measure the
evenness of distribution of racial groups across a
given area. The index represents the percent of

are around the Inner Harbor, Johns Hopkins, and
up north, Roland Park and Mount Washington.
Only 15 percent of the population lives in these
areas, but they make up almost half of the city’s
real estate value. And these areas are almost 90
percent White; only two of the census tracts are

one population that would need to move to

over a third Black.79 Neighborhoods less than 50

achieve complete integration among the two

percent Black receive nearly four times as much

groups in a given area. An index of 100 translates
to complete segregation; 0 indicates complete

investment as neighborhoods that are over 85
percent Black.80

integration. A value of 60 or above is generally
understood to be very high.

Levels of income inequality

The median Black-White dissimilarity index

The Gini coefficient, a statistical tool that

across metropolitan areas in the United States is

measures dispersion, is commonly used to

52.6.77 The areas with the highest indices are the

understand the level of income inequality among

Detroit-Livonia-Dearborn, MI and the

a certain population. A value of 0 represents

Milwaukee-Waukesha-West Allis, WI areas,

perfect equality, and 1 represents complete

both with indices of 79.6. The Baltimore-Towson,

inequality. Baltimore’s Gini coefficient based on

MD area has a Black-White dissimilarity index of

2017 data is 0.45, and it has been slowly

64.3, meaning that 64 percent of Blacks, or 64

increasing in recent years. However the

percent of Whites, would have to move to

coefficient is similar to that of the nation’s

achieve integration. For the city of Baltimore

coefficient of 0.48.

alone, the index is 68.9, the thirteenth highest
among U.S. cities.78
The high level of racial segregation in Baltimore is

Another way to analyze income inequality is by
comparing the household income of the 95th
percentile of the distribution (i.e., where only 5

further complicated by income. Half of poor
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percent of the population has a higher income)

poverty students often correlates with negative

and the 20th percentile (i.e., where 20 percent of

educational outcomes nationwide. Baltimore is

the population has a lower income). The ratio

no exception: the high school graduation rate in

between the incomes of these two groups is

Baltimore City is only 71 percent, compared to

another measure of inequality. Baltimore’s

the nationwide rate of 85 percent.

respective ratio for 2016 was 12.8, the 15th
highest ratio among the country’s 100 largest
metropolitan areas.

Baltimore public and charter schools are
underperforming relative to the rest of the nation
in terms of test scores as well. A typical 3rd grade

Baltimore’s picture of income inequality by racial

student in a Baltimore City public or charter

group is slightly more skewed than that of the

school scores 0.7 points below grade level.

nation. Blacks’ median income is about half of

According to a study by Stanford researcher Sean

Whites’ median income in Baltimore, compared

Reardon, Baltimore has a low student score

81

to about 60 percent nationally. More unequal is

growth rate, which reveals how students’ scores

the rate of income growth between the two races.

improve as they advance to higher grade levels.

Due to the demographic shifts discussed

High growth rates, Reardon demonstrates, can

previously, such as Black middle-class flight and

help disadvantaged students catch up and test at

an influx of young, educated Whites, Whites

or near their grade level.83 For example, Chicago

have seen income gains of around 85 percent

third-graders score below second-grade level on

from 1999 to 2015, while the comparative rate for

reading and math. But in the next five years, they

Blacks is only about 25 percent. For reference,

receive six years-worth of education, which

income gains during this period must have been

allows them to sit just below the national average

at least around 45 percent to keep up with

by the time they reach the eighth grade.

inflation. That means that Black households in

Baltimore, on the other hand, has the third-

Baltimore actually lost income, while Whites

lowest growth rate among the largest 200 school

made substantial gains.82

districts across the country at 3.2 years. This

Schools
The Baltimore City school district has a high
concentration of Black and poor students. Black
students make up 82 percent of the district’s
composition. Whites and Hispanics both make
up 8 percent each. From an income standpoint,
87 percent of students get free or reduced-price
school lunch. This combination of a high

means that Baltimore students’ test scores only
grow by 3.2 years over the 5 year span between
grades 3 and 8. So by the time they are in the
eighth grade, the average Baltimore student
scores 2.5 years below his or her grade level.
The achievement gap between Black and White
students is also prevalent in Baltimore. In
Baltimore City, Black students are academically
1.9 grade levels behind White students.

concentration of students of color and high-
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In response to Baltimore’s struggling public schools, the state of Maryland has unveiled a plan to revamp
its education system based on the recommendations of the Kirwan Commission (formally known as the
Maryland Commission on Innovation & Excellence in Education). The plan, which has a price tag of $4
billion per year over its 10-year phaseout, aims to close racial and income achievement gaps, attract and
retain talented teachers, raise student performance, and prepare all students for college and a career.84
Rates of violent crime
Baltimore, especially in recent years, has struggled with violent crime. The civil unrest following Freddie
Gray’s death in 2015 revealed to the nation a broken relationship between the city’s police department and
the Black community. Since 2015, Baltimore’s crime rates, especially the homicide rate, have been on the

higher rates are Detroit,
Memphis, and Birmingham.86
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Figure 13 | U.S. Cities with the highest homicide rates (per 100,000
residents) in 2018
Murders per 100,000 residents

rise.

Source: The Trace, 2019.

According to The New York Times, Baltimore witnessed its highest per-capita murder rate in 2017. That year,
there were 342 total murders—a higher number than the total recorded in New York City that year, a city
14 times more populous.87 Comparing only homicide rates, Baltimore has the second highest homicide rate
among U.S. cities, behind only St. Louis (Figure 13).
Share of two-parent households
Just below 60 percent of households with children in Baltimore City are single-parent households,
compared to the national average of 23 percent. This is an astonishing rate, especially when considering
that the 23 percent national rate is considered the highest in the world. Of all U.S. counties with a
population over 100,000, Baltimore has the highest percentage of single-parent households among all
households with children.88
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Conclusion
Faced with the above realities, and assuming Chetty is correct in his assumptions that segregation, income
inequality, poor schools, violent crime, and a large share of single-parent households can render a
neighborhood detrimental to income mobility, it is clear why Baltimore struggles to properly support the
families and children who grow up within its bounds. Simply living in Baltimore hurts a child’s chances of
escaping poverty and moving up in the world.
Baltimore faces many of the same challenges as other cities in the country—it is thriving in some areas, but
has been facing years of concentrated poverty in others. While the above statistics and explanations of the
long-term trends that have affected Baltimore reveal part of why a family in the city might fall into poverty,
they are by no means the whole picture. Various other factors, like housing and child care costs,
disabilities, addiction and other health factors, and others can cause a household to live in poverty.
It is important to understand that the many characteristics of poverty, and the potential solutions to
poverty, are complex. Not everyone agrees on the nature of the problem and how to address it. But what
should be clear is that multiple structural factors, ranging from the changing labor market to incarceration
to race, as well as social factors like the availability of marriageable men and deteriorating social norms, are
all important parts of the picture of concentrated poverty.
Moreover, amidst these discussions of poverty, it is important to avoid victim-blaming and the assertion
that a household is poor purely as a result of individual values, behaviors, or actions. There is simply too
much evidence, especially when studying child poverty, that the causes of poverty are always in one’s
control to avoid. Recall the improved life outcomes for children who are able to move out of high-poverty
areas and into areas of high opportunity—they achieve higher levels of educational attainment, have higher
future incomes, and are less likely to be incarcerated or have a child at a very young age, suggesting the
importance of place in understanding poverty. It is easy to blame an individual for his or her circumstance,
but it is more valid to look at the difficulties that the individual has faced since birth, and the surroundings
he or she has grown up within, and then draw conclusions about where the blame might lie.
Poverty’s complexity should not be responded to with indifference or frustration. Rather, we must work
hard to study poverty and its various dimensions further. We must encourage our federal, state, and local
policymakers to search for and enact policy solutions that respond to these multiple dimensions. And we
must support the various nonprofits and community-based organizations that do their part in making the
realities of poverty a bit less harsh for our neighbors close by or far away. All of these efforts might just
help those in poverty in Baltimore and beyond one day come to feel that their time has finally come.
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About Baltimore Hunger Project
Baltimore Hunger Project is dedicated to eliminating the growing problem of
weekend childhood hunger by feeding bodies and minds. We are bridging the
gap between Friday and Monday by consistently providing weekend food
packages to children identified as food insecure, in a compassionate and
dignified manner. We raise awareness about the effects of hunger by
establishing partnerships with community members, other organizations, and
decision makers.

Our History
After years of providing thousands of lunches to homeless women and children
from her garage and giving back to Baltimore in varying other ways, Founder
and Executive Director Lynne B. Kahn realized that solving poverty is complex,
but feeding children is not. With dedicated volunteers, Baltimore Hunger Project
(BHP) has been keeping kids full and in the classroom since November 2014. In
its earliest days, BHP served 30 children in two elementary schools. Today, BHP
is providing over 600 meals to children across twenty-three Baltimore City and
Baltimore County schools.
Baltimore Hunger Project works closely with social workers and guidance
counselors at each partner school to identify and reach out to students and
families in need. Since our food packages are discreetly tucked into the
children’s backpacks, we can ensure the children receiving the food maintain
their dignity and privacy. Along with their school partners, BHP measures
success through assessment tools and other outcome measures.

www.BaltimoreHungerProject.org

